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Installation instruction:

Notes:（1）When turning on the steamer,
                   make sure the supplier of cold
                   water is working, or else, dry burn
                   may easily occur, which will
                  damage the steamer.

（2）Please reserve phone for F3
       products

（3）Power supply and water supply
      should have individual switches,
      which should be installed in a
      place that is easy to install and
      operate.

Hot water：G1/2 Zinc-plated pipe，900mm
                       above the floor.
B. Cold water：G1/2 Zinc-plated pipe,900mm
                          above the floor.
C. Power：220V/50Hz，Single-phase three
                  wire system，capacity bigger than
                  16A, 1200mm above the floor.

D. Drainage：Draining hole should be in the
                      circle as the graph with radius of
                       100~200mm.
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1, Balance bottom tub I: 
Put the bottom tub I to 
where you want, then 
regulate the plastic feet in 
the bottom of the bottom 
tub to balance the tub and 
then fasten the screws. 
 

 

2, Fix the right angle 
aluminum: 
Per the diagram, use 
Φ4x25 flat head self 
tapping screws to match 
and fasten connection 
holes. 
 

 

2, Connection of back 
board II and bottom tub I: 
Put the big column of 
aluminum alloy onto the 
bottom tub, match the 
curves and match relating 
connection holes. Then 
use 2 pieces of Φ4x20 
round head self tapping 
screws to fasten the 
right angle aluminum. 
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3, Combination of glass: 
First of all, install the 
sealing plastic stripes to 
the glass, then per the 
diagram, combine the 
two stripes of aluminum 
of room body with the 
glass into one unity III. 
Please be noted that when 
combining, do not over 
exert, but enough force to 
tightly combine the three 
parts is also expected. 
 

 

4, Connection of unity III 
and bottom tub I 
Use screws to fasten the 
connecting right-angle 
aluminum in the bottom 
tub right under the 
aluminum stripes, then 
insert the unity in the 
above diagram onto the 
right-angle aluminum and 
fasten them with screws. 
And fasten the unity III 
and big column with 
screws too at the same 
time. 
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5, Installation of top 
cover IV: 
Put the top cover IV into 
the back board and glass 
aluminum, then match 
the curves. Use M5*30 
hexagon screws to fasten 
connection holes between 
top cover and back board, 
and use ST4*10 round 
head self tapping screws 
to fasten connection 
holes of top cover and 
glass door with 
aluminum frame. 
 

 
6, Installation of movable 
glass door: 
Install the gemels, and 
match the holes from 
aluminum to install glass 
door. 
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Install Instruction and Use Direction 
 

                              温度设置键 Temperature Setting Key 
                  时间设置键 Time Setting Key 

           蒸汽键 steam Key 
                FM 收音键 FM Radio Key 

              音量+键 Volume + Key 
              音量-键 Volume - Key 

                调频+键 Frequency + Key 
                调频-键 Frequency - Key 

          风扇键 Fan Key 
                        照明灯键 Spot Led light Key 

                      搜/存台键 Radio Search/Keep Key 
            喷淋键 Spray Key 

              电话键 Telephone Key 
                         电源开关键 Power Switch On/Off Key 

 

 

 

 
Figure one: Sketch Map of Control Panel 
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                   时间设置键 Time Setting Key 
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                 FM 收音键 FM Radio Key 
                      搜/存台键 Radio Search/Keep Key 

               音量+键 Volume + Key  
                   调频-键 Frequency - Key  

Figure two: Sketch Map of Remote Control              调频+键 Frequency + Key 

 
Product Type: Computer-controlled Steam Generator 
Model Number: M-8260 
 
 Functions of This Machine 
 
● It has LCD screen. 
● Automatic water will enter after being switched on and the left water will be drained off in the machine after being switched off. 
● It can provide automatic temperature control and protection against over temperature, dry combustion, overpressure and leakage of 



electricity. 
● The ranges for adjustment of steam time and temperature are respectively between 5-60 minutes and 30-700C. 
● It has the top, middle and bottom spray, waterfall and cycling spray. 
● A digital tuned FM stereo radio is set inside the machine. 
● It supplies a hand-free telephone with remote dialing. 
● A water-proof remote control is also equipped. 
 
 Installation Instructions 
◆ This machine shall be installed with reliable, safe and grounded charging lines. 
◆ The main steam engine shall be vertically, firmly and properly installed on the back wall of a room or on the ground or by hang in the 

air. 
◆ The power box may be suitably fixed on the wall of the room, and the antenna for tuning shall be drawn up and fixed.The control box 

shall be properly fixed on the wall of the room. 
 
 Warnings 

There shall be a strict ch◆ eck on the water entrance system, the steam pipeline, power box and the electric line. The machine can only be 
used without water shortage. 

◆ The main steam engine and the power box can not be installed in a bathroom, and the main steam engine shall be installed vertically as 
shown by an arrow on its outer cover. 

◆ The inner diameter of the steam pipeline shall be above 15mm. Do not fix a valve at the steam exit. 
◆ Do not connect this machine with other electric appliances not recommended by the firm, and do not take apart the hermetic sealed lines 

or the line full of electricity from the power box or pull in or out the plug-in units. 
A drainage pipeline shall be fixed to drain away the water from the main steam engine, and it’s better to add a water filter befor◆ e the 
water entrance to increase more service life . 
In hard watered area, the steam generator shall be regularly descaled. Usually, it shall be checked every three months and descaled. The ◆

following ways of descaling are permissible: use citric acid about 5~10 grams to be diluted with warm water about 1.4 liter, take apart 
the pipeline with the steam exit of the main engine, put citric acid into the main engine from the steam exit, then get the steam pipeline 
connected, stay over 60 minutes heat the engine for 30 minutes and then stop to get the left water in the machine out. 

◆ The line from the power box shall be plugged according to the digit capacity and the size. Do not make any short circuit. 
◆ The steam engine shall be installed by the qualified and authorized technical persons. 
 

Note: This firm shall not be responsible for bad consequences due to any incorrect operation instructions 
listed above. 
 
 Operation Instructions  
 

The functions of the control board and remote control board are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
 
Switch-on: Push the power switch and the present temperature is shown on the screen, all the system stays in the state of readiness. 
Steam: Push the steam key directly to turn on or off steam. 
Temperature-set: Push the temperature/time switch key, and the set temperature of the last time is immediately shown (with 40’C pre-set 
from the firm) by showing “’C”, and push the temperature/time switch key with “+”or “--” to get the wanted steam temperature. 
Time-set: Push the temperature/time switch key and the machine is in the time-set state, the screen will show the present left time of the 
steam bath with “min”; push the temperature/time  switch key with “+”or “--” to get desired time of the steam bath (20 minutes set at the 
switch-on of the machine). 

Push the temperature/time switch key with “+”or “-”once, the temperature/time will increase by one unit value (10C or 1 minute), if 
push the temperature/time switch key without stop, the temperature/time will gradually increase or decrease within 0-900C and 0-99 
minutes until it is released. 
Spray Function: The spray key shall be pushed repeatedly to choose different kinds of sprays.  
(1) Push once, the top spray electromagnetic valve will switch on and on the screen is shown the top spray. 
(2) Push again, the middle spray electromagnetic valve will switch on and on the screen is shown the top spray. 
(3) Push a third time, the bottom spray electromagnetic valve will switch on and on the screen is shown the top spray. 
(4) Push a fourth time, the cycling spray will go on, cycling form the top to the middle and then to the bottom every 5 seconds. 
(5) Push a sixth time, the waterfall spray electromagnetic valve will switch on and on the screen is shown the top spray. 
(6) Push a seventh time, and switch off all the spray electromagnetic valves and the spray show on the screen then stop. 
Lighting: Push the light key on the control box and remote control board, and the light can be switched on or off. 
Scavenger Fan: Push the scavenger fan key on the control box and remote control board, and the fan can be switched on or off. 
Radio / CD player: Push the Radio/ CD player switch key a first time, and then switch on the FM stereo radio fixed inside the machine. 
     The frequency is shown with digital tuning, and the automatic tuning and storage of the selected channels are provided. 
     Turn on the radio and push M key for 2 seconds, the radio searches from 88.0MHz to 108.0MHz and stores all the channels with 
better signals. The user just pushes frequency /channel increase and decrease keys to choose the former and the next channel or frequency 



that he prefers. After the user adjust the frequency , he can push M key to save the appropriate frequency. 
Push Frequency /Channel Switch, and the radio’s frequency or Channel will be shown on the screen.  

     Push the volume key to adjust the volume, and it can be shown on the screen. 
Push the radio/ CD player switch key a second time, and switch off the radio tuning, then output the music from the outer CD player. 

Telephone: Inside the machine is provided a hand-free telephone. If there’s a call, the hummer in the control will ring and switch off the 
stereo, then the user can receive the call. After the call, switch off the dialing key and the telephone stops, then the stereo begins.  
Resinoid /Soup Addition: Give several drops of resinoid/soup onto the screws of the nuts of steam exit. 
Switch-off: Push the power key and switch off all the functions, and 10 seconds later, switch on the water entrance valve to the steam 
engine to get the hot water cold, 30 seconds later begins to drain off the left water in the engine, 3 minutes later, switch off draining water. 
 
 

Note: If not used for a long time, switch off the main electric power and do not let it be charged with electricity. 

 

Technology Parameter: 
Rated Voltage: AC220V(+10%～-20%)/50Hz 
Size of Power Box: 200×135×70mm 
Strength of Pressure: 1250V/1min without breakage 
Insulated Resistance: 》200MΩ 
Waterproof Rate: IPX4 
Electric-Shock Proof: 1 Level 
Steam Generator: AC220V/3.0kw. 
Spray Valve: 3 Groups DC12V 
Spotlight: Top- AC220V 
        Back- AC12V/20w 
Fan: DC12V/5w 
Radio: 1)Radio Frequency Range (FM88.0MHz～108.0MHz) 
      2) Max Output Rate: 10w 
      3)Loudspeaker: 8Ω damproof speaker 
 


